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PROJECT CALL 5.0 FAQ 

GENERAL QUESTIONS 

Q1. Is there a maximum number of collaborators per project? 

There is no maximum number of collaborators on a project.  NextFlex encourages collaboration to 
bring the unique capabilities and strengths of partners to bear against the challenges and to 
distribute the direct participation. 

Proposers should factor the coordination of subcontractors including agreement negotiation into 
their project plans and schedules so that the overall project timing requirements will be met. 

Q2. Is there more information on MRL demos?  What’s required? 

As described in the PC 5.0 Guidebook, the entry point into a NextFlex project is TRL 4-7 and MRL 
4-7.  These can be demonstrated in two ways – either by providing published references that 
demonstrate the current status of the underlying technology or by providing physical samples. 

The type of physical demonstrator proposers may elect to provide to justify the TRL and MRL 
assertion is to be determined by the proposers based on considerations of their unique proposal. 

Q3. For Agency Co-funded Projects, what is the cost amount to match? It is the total cost of the 

project? 

The total government funds (NextFlex + Agency for co-funded projects) must be cost-shared at 
least 1:1. 

Q4. For Agency co-funded projects, how will information from projects be distributed? Will the 

information be shared with NextFlex and NextFlex members?  

As described in the Project Call 5.0 Guidebook, government funding for projects in topics 5.8 and 
5.9 comes from both NextFlex “core” funds and Agency sources.  Projects under topic 5.10 will be 
funded through NextFlex “core” funds with possibility of follow-on agency funding. 

Information regarding all work funded using NextFlex “core” funds is shared throughout and after 
the project with NextFlex, its members, and government partners and certain licenses are 
available per the IP Policy.  Work funded solely from Agency sources may follow rules dictated by 
the funding Agency, including possible restrictions on disclosure and usage. 

Projects funded through topics 5.8 and 5.9 may be implemented through parallel contracts with 
separate (NextFlex and Agency) funding sources and statements of work to allow the funding 
agencies to identify applicable restrictions.  Information about the NextFlex-funded portion 
addressing general FHE manufacturing would be required to be shared as described above. 

Q5. When we are describing the need (proposal section 1), do we speak to DOD applications or the 

project requirement?  

All projects have the potential for dual-use applications, even though some topics call out or build 
from specific DoD application areas.  Proposers should directly address all application information 
presented in the topic description.  It is important that proposers flesh-out their vision and make 
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the case for their technology and manufacturing approach.  This strengthens both the background 
and need (proposal section 1) and commercialization strategy (proposal section 4).  NextFlex-
funded Manufacturing Topics should specifically address gaps in existing manufacturing 
capabilities as part of the description of need. 

Q6. Is it the intention to fund only one proposal per topic or is more than one award possible? 

More than one award per topic is possible. 

Q7. Can clarification be given regarding IP ownership and the NextFlex IP Policy? 

The basic framework governing Institute Developed Intellectual Property (i.e. IP developed under 
Institute funding) is set forth in the NextFlex IP Policy.  All NextFlex members have signed this 
policy and can be provided a copy of the policy. 

If non-members wish to review the IP Policy to determine their interest to submit a proposal, they 
may request a copy under NDA.   

As a general summary for convenience only, the IP Policy (consistent with 35 USC 200 et seq) 
permits the developer to elect to retain title of IP developed through the project.  All NextFlex 
members receive a royalty-free internal R&D license to all IDIP and the US Government receives a 
royalty-free government purpose license; commercial licenses must be available to NextFlex 
members and are to be negotiated between interested parties and the IP owner.  Election of title 
procedures and other Subject Invention provisions (consistent with 37 CFR 401.14a) are set forth 
in the Development Agreement. 

Q8. Does the proposing team need to have a demonstrated track record of working with each of the 

proposed processes? Or is it OK to propose work with an established fabrication / 

manufacturing process with commercially available equipment that the proposing team has not 

worked with before? 

It is not required that the proposing team have a track record with the process in order to 
propose.  Strength of the team and its expertise associated with the proposed work are likely to 
be considered by reviewers in evaluation of Proposal Sections 5 (Budget Justification and Cost 
Share) and 6 (Capability to Meet Technical and Business Goals) as set out in Appendix D (e.g. 
Criteria 10 and 12).  This may be an example for which teaming can help address such 
considerations, with each partner bringing experience to the part of the work on which they will 
perform or advise. 

 

TOPIC 5.1 

No questions yet 
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TOPIC 5.2 

Q9. Are proposers required to perform both Technical Areas A and B? 

No.  Proposers may address either Technical Area A, B, or both.  If both areas are addressed, then 
the maximum NextFlex funding is $400,000 (the sum of the maximum for A and B).  Both can be 
submitted as a single proposal, but the proposal budget must be broken out to allow independent 
selection of the two technical areas. 

Q10. Technical Area A – The topic asks specifically for “stretchable” conductors.  Does this mean 

conductors that are composed of an “intrinsically” stretchable material, or would serpentine 

conductors composed of a non-stretchable material also satisfy the requirement? 

This topic seeks development of material / process / performance datacubes for materials with 
intrinsic stretchability; such materials are available commercially.  The work will require both 
conductors and substrates that are compatible with this stretchability.  Demonstration of the 
improvement in performance that is achieved by combining inherent stretchability with trace 
design could be a valuable addition to such a project. 

Q11. Technical Area A – The topic description says that up to 100% strain is preferred. Does this need 

to be achieved in strictly linear elongation of a straight conductor, or are proposers allowed to 

achieve this using a combination of a serpentine/wavy geometry and either a stretchable or 

non-stretchable conductor? 

The topic seeks development of material / process / performance datacubes for materials with 
intrinsic stretchability.  However, since the 100% strain is stated as a preference, materials with 
lower strain tolerance would be acceptable.  The minimum 30% repeated strain tolerance should 
be met with linear conductors.  It would be appropriate and valuable to demonstrate what can be 
done using combinations of materials with inherent stretchability with trace designs (serpentine, 
wavy, etc.) that improve overall performance.  Past NextFlex funded projects have evaluated the 
electromechanical performance of non-inherently stretchable conductors and shared data sets for 
those materials. 

Q12. Technical Area A – If a serpentine conductor geometry is included in the evaluation data and 

inkjet is one of the chosen printing methods, is there some potential overlap with topic 5.1? Is 

this OK, or should this be avoided? 

As described in other answers, serpentine trace designs would be used in Topic 5.2 Technical Area 
A to show improvement over the inherent stretchability.  That sort of overlap is acceptable, 
although the same work cannot be paid for twice (i.e. “double-dipping” is not allowed). If a 
proposer is developing proposals on both topics for which the primary path would utilize the same 
materials, it is recommended to have other materials (or testing, etc.) that would be addressed if 
both projects were selected for award.  The potential overlap and alternatives should be 
communicated in the proposals. 

Q13. Technical Area A – The topic description says, “Conductors shall be produced via multiple (at 

least two) printing processes” and “evaluation of substrate compatibility (at least 3 
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demonstrated substrates).” Does this mean the project should focus on only one ink and print it 

using at least two process on three different substrates? Or can different inks be used – for 

instance, one ink for screen-printing and a separate ink for inkjet printing? Should each ink be 

printed on three substrates? 

The inks can be different for the two print techniques and should be appropriate to the type of 
printing process.  The three substrates can be the same or different between the two print 
processes.  Three substrates per print process would be preferred. 

Q14. Technical Area B describes two component sizes but no die size.  Is there a preferred die size or 

size requirement? 

There is no specific die size that is required; this choice is left to proposers. 

Q15. Technical Area B – The topic description notes that “solder-based approaches are not sought.”  

Are advanced printed adhesives that include solder in their formulation disallowed? 

The topic description is meant to refer to traditional solder assembly being outside the area of 
interest.  Advanced adhesives as described in the question would be allowable. 

Q16. Technical Area B – Is thermal dissipation (thermal conductivity) required in addition to electrical 

and mechanical testing?  

The topic describes a minimum set of characteristics that are to be addressed in the project.  
Additional data is desired.   

Q17. Technical Area B – Are there specific adhesives that are required for this project?  Do all the 

categories of materials need to be tested? 

NextFlex has not specified a specific materials set, only categories; proposers should identify the 
specific materials to be use in their proposal.  It is not expected that proposers will evaluate all the 
categories of materials listed. 

Q18. Are flexible force sensitive resistors appropriate for this topic? 

Technical Area A focuses on conductors, so resistors are not a core part of the topic.  Force 
sensitive resistor data could be contributed as part of the activity but does not substitute the 
required elements. 

Technical Area B focuses on attachment methods and adhesives.  The topic does not specify what 
components are to be attached; these can be chosen by the proposers. 

 

TOPIC 5.3 

No questions yet 
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TOPIC 5.4 

No questions yet 

 

TOPIC 5.5 

Q19. Topic 5.5 – Is anti-tamper included in this topic?  Looking at the device to determine tampering 

may not be enough. 

Yes – anti-tamper is in the spirit of the BIT circuitry included in this topic, including the ability to 
“check for electronic defects as well as insertion of hardware trojans into the system.”  Such anti-
tamper should be incorporated into circuitry and not only an add-on non-electronic layer. 

Q20. Topic 5.5 – Factory transitional solutions in the trusted space may have ITAR / EAR 

requirements.  Can NextFlex comment on this? 

The topic focuses on manufacturing capability development and demonstration that appropriate 
capabilities can be fabricated.  Proposals should focus around specific concepts that motivate a 
self-consistent set of tasks and demonstrations but transitioning a specific product to factory 
production is not the goal.  If a proposing team has specific questions or concerns, they should 
seek advice fromNextFlex. 

 

TOPIC 5.6 

No questions yet 

 

TOPIC 5.7 

Q21. Topic 5.7 – The topic only describes temperature and no other operating environment factors, is 

there anything else that can be described?  Is it really hypersonics-focused? 

The topic is purposefully broad so that proposers can add other requirements based on specific 
applications that their analysis of the field deems appropriate.  These choices should be justified.  
Proposals are intended to address needs in the field of hypersonics, however there may be other 
applications that would benefit from similar capabilities and describing these may strengthen the 
proposal. 

Q22. Topic 5.7 – The topic refers to “additively fabricated circuit elements in planar or conformal 

configurations.” Does this mean that flexible is not required? 

Proposers should determine what elements of FHE manufacturing are included in their proposal.  
Conformal additive processing on 3D objects, for example is allowable, as is processing on planar 
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flexible high temperature substrates.  The extent to which the project advances FHE 
manufacturing is inherent in multiple evaluation criteria. 

Q23. Topic 5.7 – Regarding  die attachment in topic 5.7, does this refer to silicon? 

No specific semiconductor is specified; the choice is left to the proposer, and that choice should 
be justified in terms of the intended use case. 

Q24. Topic 5.7 – what kinds of devices are intended to be included in this topic? 

Proposers are free to select the types of devices / circuit elements to include.  It is recommended 
to identify a notional application to ensure that a self-consistent set of components and metrics 
are included. 

Q25. Topic 5.7 – Is die integration required for this topic or can other challenges be addressed? 

The topic is intentionally broad to allow proposers to identify the challenges that are most 
relevant based on their specific interest in this area.  It is recommended to focus on the challenges 
that the team deems to most critical / most likely to be show-stopping.  This area has many such 
challenges that are worthy of focus. 

 

TOPIC 5.8 

Q26. Topic 5.8 – How is the data communicated from the device and is a display required or 

sufficient? 

Having only a display is the minimum requirement for the topic; a wired interface though which a 
connection can periodically be made for data download is the objective. 

If there is a wired interface, the display should convey current status.  If there is no wired interface 
then the display should convey a summary of exposure (min, max, average, number of days over 
threshold, or similar) in addition to the current status. 

Q27. Topic 5.8 – Is it allowable to add additional sensory components or other items to a proposed 

system? 

Proposers are free to include additional functionality if the designs meet the minimum 
requirements. 

Q28. Topic 5.8 – Is the battery included in the lifetime target? 

Yes.  The noted 20-year lifetime is a target (not a requirement) but is the eventual goal for the 
development.  Infrequent periodic replacement or recharging of the battery is allowable but not 
preferred. 
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Q29. Topic 5.8 – Is the expectation that the project team will develop a supply chain or be a supplier 

as part of the project? Once the demonstrator is produced, there is expectation that there may 

be continuing relationship? 

As with other NextFlex projects, this effort develops a demonstrator, not a product.  It is desirable 
to show that the supply-chain can be developed, but it is not intended that the developer will 
implement supply chain contracts or make the device ready for orders to be placed at the end of 
the program.  Although there is no commitment that an ongoing relationship would continue past 
the end of the project, this effort aims to address a particular application and continuing 
development could be an outcome of a successful project. 

Q30. Topic 5.8 – Are sensors intended to last 20 years? 

Yes. 

Q31. Topic 5.8 – Is development of a software platform to support the device and infrastructure 

required within this topic?  

The embedded software / firmware loaded on the FHE device should be included in the project 
plan and budget.  Software for a wired / wireless gateway is not in-scope other than to 
demonstrate extraction and presentation of the data. 

Future (post-program) requirements and objectives can be discussed with the Agency after award 
but will not affect proposal selection. 

 

TOPIC 5.9 

Q32. Topic 5.9 – Licenses to commercial design software are usually granted to specific organizations; 

what is the requirement for licenses in this topic? 

The requirement to grant licenses to NextFlex members refers to software developed as work-
product of the project; not commercial software used in execution of the project.  This does not 
apply to pre-existing CAD tools or other software. 

Q33. Topic 5.9 – The supplementary information document Section 2.3 states, “Specification 

performance tests shall be conducted prior to and following completion of acceptance testing 

and qualification testing.”  Are the tests in Sections 3 (Acceptance Test Requirements) and 4 

(Qualification Testing) required or optional? 

The Acceptance and Qualification tests described in the Supplementary Information document 
Sections 3 and 4 are optional (as stated before Section 3).  The quoted sentence in Section 2.3 
indicates that the same performance tests will be repeated following the Acceptance and 
Qualification tests.  Proposals that will perform at least some of the Optional tests within this 
project will be viewed favorably.  Those optional tests adds value only if the post exposure 
performance testing is completed as well (e.g. the antenna is subjected to vibration testing and 
performance is measured afterward, not just subjected to vibration testing without performance 
measurement). 
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TOPIC 5.10 

Q34. Topic 5.10 – Do the demonstrator articles need to be 20x20 meter antennas or can they be 

smaller? 

The topic focuses on the development of flexible interfaces across fold lines and sub-arrays and 
demonstration of manufacturing capability for these flexible interfaces.  The demonstrator size 
and functionality should be sufficient to test and demonstrate these interfaces and show their 
manufacturing scalability.  They do not need to be fully functioning antenna arrays, nor do they 
need to be the full size of such arrays. 

Q35. Topic 5.10 – Optics  is part of the list, what is the definition? Is this general description or is 

there more guidance?  

Optical interfaces may be a system-level solution that should not be neglected or ignored in 
analysis of alternatives.  If chosen as an approach, proposers must define the nature of these 
interfaces in the context of the space-based application and provide justification for the selection. 

 


